ROARING BACK
FALL 2021 DINING
WELCOME BACK!

“We are so excited to have you all back on campus and are looking forward to a great year ahead! After collectively charging through the challenges of the last year, we intend to roar back into life alongside you. With that, we wanted to share with you an overview of what to expect this fall – what’s new, what’s returning and, most of all, what we are doing to create an outstanding lifestyle experience for you.”

- Anca Reyes
Resident District Manager
THE DINING EXPERIENCE
This fall, LMU Dining Services is so excited to return to in-person service and to continue our interactions with the LMU community. We are thrilled to create personal engagements that extend beyond simple transactions and to provide a one-of-a-kind L.A. experience.

Our services will be significantly enhanced by the deployment of Grubhub and the Bite for Universities mobile ordering app feature. This creates the option to order, pay and pick up in the contactless environment you have grown accustomed to, and it allows easier and more efficient access to any dining needs right at your fingertips.

Our top priority continues to be your satisfaction while maintaining the strength and quality of our dining platform so we can serve you best. Here are some highlights:

- Through our varying dining locations and cuisines, you can count on great choices every day.
- Find diverse, authentic and trendy food options – with nutritious foods and enjoyable selections.
- Everything is made fresh.
- You have the power – our team is dedicated to ensuring positive dining experiences. Feedback is not only welcome, but strongly encouraged and appreciated.
- Our management team is eager to help! It is our goal for no question to go unanswered.
- We aren’t just here to feed you – we are a source of education and entertainment as well.
- You can eat when you want, where you want and what you want!

KIWIBOT
THE FUTURE IS SUPER CUTE.
This fall, experience the newest and friendliest way to receive deliveries. Kiwibot runs every on-campus delivery with zero emissions, zero contact – and a smile. Satisfy your cravings without leaving your location. Order from Iggy’s Café, LA Blvd. and Qdoba from anywhere you are on campus using the Bite for Universities app.

BITE FOR UNIVERSITIES APP
Use the app to check out what’s on the menu. Bite for Universities allows you to plan ahead. Learn about the day’s specials, ingredients, nutrition information and allergens. The app has menu filters that allow you to highlight or restrict items to meet your personal nutrition preferences.

GRUBHUB
GRUBHUB MOBILE ORDERING
Feast like a Lion without the wait! Use your meal plan to order breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks for pick up through the Grubhub app.
Our causes are a key feature of everything we do at LMU – all dining purchases make a positive impact on the local community. Dining on campus serves a greater purpose in sync with “Cura Personalis” (care of the whole person).

**Mar Vista School Lunch Program** – Your purchases contribute to providing healthy lunches all summer long to children suffering from food insecurity.

We offer many items that come from Homeboy Bakery, the largest gang rehabilitation and re-entry program in the world making a difference right here in L.A.

**Lion Food Pantry** – LMU Dining supports donations to the Lion Food Pantry to help students in need.

**Boys and Girls Clubs of Santa Monica** – Your purchases help us continue to work with the Boys and Girls Clubs to provide meals to young people in times when they can’t access a school or home meal.

**Loaves and Fishes** – LMU dining supports the efforts of Campus Ministries in helping to feed the homeless in L.A. and provide Thanksgiving and Christmas meals to the community.
WHAT’S NEW FOR FALL 2021

CONVENIENCE STORES
The Grid stores at Leavy and Del Rey will be open this fall and will continue to carry your favorites, plus:

- A fresh, exciting rotation of seasonal and local products
- The hottest trends in beverages, including sparkling waters and kombuchas
- Easy grab-and-go salads, wraps and sandwiches
- Heat-and-eat entrees and frozen foods
- Dorm necessities and other essential items for campus living

UNIVERSITY HALL

EINSTEIN BROS. BAGELS
More than just great bagels, EBB also features:

- The highest quality, handcrafted beverages and all your favorite coffee drinks
- A variety of toppings to stack your bagels
- Fresh pastries
- Tasty grab-and-go options
- Awesome snacks
ROSKI DINING
At Roski, you’ll enjoy:
- Streamlined new dining experiences
- Global – All around the world, all the time, all your favorites
- Seasonal, tasty salads and wraps
- Beverages, snacks and quick bites

CRIMSON LION AT LATITUDE 33
Crimson Lion features:
- A full-service dining experience
- Casual but delicious entrees
- Patio dining
- Wine and beer
- 10% off every Tuesday for lunch for faculty and staff dining

If it’s out there, we’ll find it and bring it onto campus!

FRZN ICE CREAM SANDWICHES
Fresh and new! Local ice cream meets house-baked cookies for fun, creamy and icy deliciousness! FRZN promises to be the social hub for the Del Rey community on warm, fall and spring nights!
- Create-your-own ice cream sandwiches
- Local ice cream for the freshest experience possible
- Rotating selection to always bring something new
- Shakes and smoothies
- A variety of ever-changing tasty treats

KIKKA SUSHI
Kikka delivers delicious, fresh and wholesome Asian food to satisfy every palate, while also delivering excellence in customer service. Kikka Sushi sets the bar high with an incredible variety of Asian-inspired cuisine, the freshest ingredients and highly trained chefs.

LA BLVD
Bringing the vibrant flavors and diversity of L.A.’s street food scene to life right here on campus. LA Blvd. brings you a rotating array of your favorites. Throughout the semester look for changing menus and cuisines that include:
- Mexican
- Burgers
- Asian and Asian-inspired fusions
- Middle Eastern
- Plant-based dishes

HANNON LIBRARY
Located inside the Hannon Library, Starbucks features delicious, handcrafted beverages and great-tasting foods.

We’re not just passionate purveyors of coffee, but everything else that goes with a full and rewarding coffeehouse experience. We also offer a selection of premium teas, fine pastries and other delectable treats to please the taste buds. And the music you hear in store is chosen for its artistry and appeal.

Our doors are open to be a place for you to come chat, get together, work or study. We’re your neighborhood gathering place, a part of the daily routine – and we couldn’t be happier about it. Get to know us and you’ll see: we are so much more than what we brew.

We make sure everything we do is through the lens of humanity – from our commitment to the highest quality coffee in the world, to the way we engage with our customers and communities to do business responsibly.

EXPECT MORE than coffee
QDOBA
Welcome to a more flavorful world!

Inspired by the culinary traditions of Mexico, Latin America and beyond, our flavor combinations are free of colors from artificial sources, high fructose corn syrup, added MSG, partially hydrogenated oil and lard. These combinations are created in our kitchens with no microwaves or can-openers. We’re talking about made-in-house-by-hand—every-single—day freshness, like our made-from-scratch pico de gallo, open flame-grilled chicken and steak and handcrafted guacamole. No matter what flavor combination you order, you can always feel good about eating at Qdoba. Menu features:

- Tacos
- Burritos
- Bowls
- Famous Queso!

THE ALL NEW LAIR MARKETPLACE

The Lair Marketplace at Malone is a totally new, revamped dining experience. We have reimagined food platforms, with an emphasis on curation and rotation to bring you constant variety and a new look, this is the “place to be” on campus this fall. Inside, you will find a collection of restaurants and grab-and-go dining experiences with something for everyone. Marketplace has great food with choices for everyone:

- Handcrafted – Just like it sounds, delicious, handcrafted sandwiches for curated, one-of-a-kind handheld experiences
- Brunch Bites – Wake up all day long – want breakfast for dinner? No problem!
- Global – All around the world, all the time, all your favorites
- Mindful – Healthy choices with healthy flavors
- Grilled – Sandwiches, burgers, veggies and sides
- Bakery – Featuring Homeboy products, fresh-baked treats and snacks
- Swirl – Cool, fresh and frosty smoothies, and bowls utilizing local fruits and flavors
- Pizzetta – Pizza by the slice made from scratch
- Fresh – Hand-tossed and custom-built salads
- Sushi – The freshest, hand-rolled sushi brought to you by Kikka

NEW! IGGY’S CAFÉ

This fall, a NEW Iggy’s returns to campus. Iggy’s is your choice for breakfast, lunch and late night – more fresh food, more of your favorites and more fun, including:

- The best burgers on campus!
- Plant-based entrees
- Salads

Available for preorder on Grubhub!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Anca Reyes
Resident District Manager
anca.reyes@sodexo.com

Jason Adams
Vice President, Operations
jason.adams@sodexo.com